
Camping lamp Superfire T25, 400lm, USB Ref: 6956362994263
Camping lamp Superfire T25, 400lm, USB

Camping lamp Superfire T25
The compact camping light by Superfire is perfect for any camping trip and more. You can also use it in case of power failure, car repair,
etc. You can easily hang it in your tent by the hook attached to it. The light it generates does not irritate the eyes. The accessory also
consumes little power and is waterproof. The indicator will let you know the battery level, and you can recharge it using a wall charger,
powerbank, etc. The power button and USB charging port are covered by a transparent cover to protect it from moisture. 
 
3 working modes
The lamp has 3 modes of operation. The accessory works on the highest, medium and low brightness level. Choose the one that suits you
best in a given situation. You will do it easily with just one button.
 
Intelligent charging indicator
Monitor your flashlight's charging process! Thanks to smart indicators you can check the charging level of your flashlight at any time.
They are located above the power button, so you have easy and convenient access to them.
 
Charge as you like
You will renew the energy of the flashlight with the help of various kinds of devices. You can use your computer, powerbank, charger and
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many others for this. You just need to use the mini USB cable; the charging time is about 4 hours. It is also possible to use the accessory
while charging.
 
Included
lamp
USB cable
Producer
Superfire
Model
T25
Dimensions
162 x 28 mm
Weight
280 g
Power
7W
Voltage
3.7 V
Battery capacity
2400 mAh
Light source
LED
Material
PC
Drop resistance
up to 1 m
Scope
up to 12 m
Loading port
USB
Waterproof
IP42
Standby time
about 4 hours
Load time
about 4 hours
Modes
high / medium / low brightness

Price:

€ 9.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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